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Families who live or spend time far from each other have long understood how technology can

help keep people connected. Over the last two years, the need to stay connected has been more

important than ever. Recently, Lifestyle Expert Bethany Braun-Silva teamed with Amazon on a

nationwide satellite media tour to discuss tips on connecting with family, keeping kids engaged,

and how the new Amazon Glow can help.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/7Saw2MonRxg 

Lifestyle Expert Bethany Braun-Silva Discusses Tips on Connecting With Distant Family

and How the New Amazon Glow Can Help

Connecting with distant family is especially important for kids – there is something so special

about the smile’s kids bring to our lives, especially when they are shared with extended family and

relatives. From playing games and drawing to reading and solving puzzles, the fun families and
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loved ones have together is so important. It is so hard to replicate these experiences when not in

person together, but we try our best because we know these relationships can be so impactful.

While video chatting has been a great tool over the last few years, how many times have we

jumped on a call with relatives, only for our child to quickly get bored and wander off? The key to

staying connected is keeping everyone engaged and visible, making virtual visits feel much more

like being in person together.

Amazon Glow is a new device that really makes it easy and fun for kids to spend time with remote

grandparents, aunts, uncles and family friends. It ’s really a new way to create bonds across

generations, even when distance is a barrier.

During video calls on Amazon Glow, kids read stories, play games, use physical objects and can

even create art using the touch-sensitive projected virtual space. At the same time, loved ones far

away can engage with the same content on their tablet or smartphone using the free Glow App.

Pick from thousands of children’s books to read together, draw pictures, or play early literacy

games like ABC Bubbles or classics like Chess and Checkers.

Activities on Glow create engaging sensory experiences with audio, video, and tactile elements

similar to in-person fun. Children have access to books, games and art activities and can

experience all of these in a whole new way with remote family and friends. It ’s a great resource for

parents looking to provide opportunities for their children to actively use their senses while

simultaneously building new family memories and connections.

For more information, visit Amazon.com/Glow 

About Bethany Braun-Silva:

Bethany Braun-Silva is the former editor at Parenting.com, one of the most trusted resources for

parents online! She received her Bachelor's Degree at New York University, where she studied

theater arts and creative writing. She then received an M.F.A. from Pace University at the Actors

Studio Drama School. She moved to Los Angeles in 2010 where she began her career in journalism.

It was a particular Broadcast Journalism class at UCLA that confirmed her passion for telling

stories and being of service to the community. She worked at various media companies before

landing her first job as a parenting editor. It was there that she knew she could blend her love for

writing with her love of being a mom—she had just welcomed her first son Eli! Since then, Bethany

has worked for Understood.org, Big Apple Parent Magazine, CafeMom, RedTri, Mommy Poppins,

OK! Magazine, Hollywood Life and various other parenting publications. She can often be seen

interviewing celebrity parents and of course at her local playground with her two boys.
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